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Abstract

Data privacy is a very important topic and there are several techniques that aim to provide it. The
field of statistical disclosure control is a subset of these techniques and aims to reduce the risk of
re-identifying an individual from disseminated data. In particular, the application of Operations Re-
search (OR) techniques to the microaggregation problem, which is considered one of the best methods
for microdata protection and is known to be NP-hard, has been discussed over various papers.

The OR techniques applied to this problem provide an upper bound on the optimal microaggrega-
tion and the aim is to improve this bound with new heuristics. Using real data that is typically used
in the literature, our computational results show, that dramatic improvements are obtained relative
to the literature’s most popular heuristics and quite efficiently.
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Notation

IL Information Loss. Measure of how good is a clustering

O(nk) Of order nk. That grows approximately at the same rate that nk grows

S(u) If v is a point of the dataset, S(u) denotes the set of points included in v’s cluster

SDC Statistical Disclosure Control

SSEu Sum of Squared Errors of cluster containing u

SSE(A) If A is a set, SSE(A) denotes the Sum of Squared Errors of the cluster formed by A.

SSE Total Sum of Squared Errors

SST Maximum Total Sum of Squared Errors

x⊤ Transposed of x
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, many private corporations and public agencies at national level store information about
individuals (either companies or people) in the form of microdata files or microdata, which is a file of
n individuals and t variables or, in practice, a n×t matrix whose (i, j)-th element provides the value
of variable Vj for individual i. Formally, it can be defined as a mapping

V : N ⊆ P → D(V1)×D(V2)× . . .×D(Vt)

where P is a population, N is a subset of the population, called sample, and, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , t}, D(Vj)
is the domain of the attribute Vj . Depending on the domain, variables can be classified as numerical
(e.g., “salary”, “number of properties”) or categorical (e.g, “country”). And crossing one or more
categorical variables generates a table of data, which is formally defined as the mapping

T : D(Vj1)×D(Vj2)× . . .×D(Vjl) → R or N

l being the number of categorical variables that were crossed. The result of function T (cell values)
belongs to N for a frequency table (e.g., number of persons per age group and country), and to R for
a magnitude table (e.g., salary of persons per age group and country).

Before publishing this information, data has to be treated in order to prevent the re-identification
of confidential information of individuals by external users or attackers. Attackers usually consider
groups of variables (named almost identifiers) that can be used to identify an individual, for example,
when you determine the salary, age and country of an individual, since there are not many people
sharing the same values in this variables, it is possible to determine the person associated to these
values, and then the information about this person would be known by the public. Statistical Dis-
closure Control (SDC) englobes the methods for microdata protection [5]. SDC methods attempt to
reduce the disclosure or re-identification risk [1].

There are some methods for the protection of microdata, but in the literature there is (almost) no
record of OR tools being applied to microdata protection. And those articles that do, include some
methods for the obtaining of some solutions that create upper boundaries for the optimal solution but
not so much heuristics that improve these boundaries, which is what this project is about. First, we
are going to explain a little bit of what is the microaggregation method.

The microaggregation method consists in, before publishing the microdata, grouping individuals
with similar attributes (variables in a microdata) and take the centroid of this group, that is, the
average of all individuals in the group, and publish only the attributes of this individual, but not
associated to the individual, instead, it is associated to a group of individuals, so that is the way
it achieves the privacy requirement of microdata. And how many individuals should there be for
this method to give a microdata information but not too much? It is defined a parameter k that
will stand for the minimum number of individuals that are allowed to be in the same group and the
objective now is to minimize the error that the microdata has, which is the sum of distances of all
individuals to the centroid of the group they belong to (distance in this case is the Euclidean distance:
SSE). Nonetheless, this problem being defined this way, is shown to be NP-hard [8], and that is why in
the literature they find approximations to the optimal solution instead of the optimal solution instead.

In this work, we will focus on the heuristics to apply to feasible solutions in order to give a better
solution (upper bound). We will give priority to the results over the efficiency of the heuristics because
of the high complexity of the original problem, but we will try also to do a trade-off between results
and complexity.
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2 Microaggregation problem and obtaining feasible solutions

Before explaining what the microaggregation problem is, it is needed to define the concept of micro-
data file. We can define it as a mapping M : S ⊆ P → V1 × . . . × Vt, where P is a population, S
is a sample of the population and Vi is the domain of the variable i ∈ {1, . . . , d} (d is the number of
variables or attributes). However, it can also be understood as a matrix or table in which the (i, j)-th
element corresponds to the value of variable Vj for individual i.

Figure 1: Example of microdata. Source: https://international.ipums.org/international/samples.html

These microdata files need to be protected before being released due to data protection policies;
and for that purpose, there exist some techniques grouped in two main classes: those that suppress
some info and those that disturb it. The particular problem of the microaggregation belongs to the
second type: the objective is to modify the values of the variables such that the released microdata
satisfies k-anonymity, that is, to group the individuals into groups or clusters such that every cluster
contains at least k individuals in such a way that the information loss is minimum, and then the data
finally released in the microdata file is the centroid of all clusters in order not to give personal data.
The information loss can be defined as

IL(%) =
SSE

SST
· 100

where

SSE =

q∑
i=1

ni∑
j=1

(
aij − āi

)⊤ (
aij − āi

)
,

q denotes the number of clusters, ni denotes the size of the cluster Ci = {aij , j = 1, . . . , ni} and
āi =

1
ni

∑
j aij ,∀i ∈ {1, . . . , q}; and

SST =

p∑
i=1

(ai − ā)
⊤
(ai − ā) where ā =

1

p

p∑
i=1

ai
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and p = |P | is the cardinal of the whole population. One might notice that SST is the particular case
of SSE when there exists only one cluster containing all the individuals in the population.

Now, finding the partition that minimizes IL and satisfies cardinality requirement ni ≥ k, ∀i ∈
{1, . . . , q} is a difficult combinatorial problem when d > 1 (multivariate data), in fact, it is known
to be NP-hard, see Section 3 of [8] for proof. Nevertheless, there exist various papers on heuristic
algorithms for feasible solutions to multivariate microaggregation with reasonable IL. Since we will
try to find heuristics from an initial feasible solution, we need to specify the heuristic used to get
the initial solutions, in order to apply the different studied heuristics to the same initial solutions;
and in this case, as all the literature related to improving heuristics for this problem, we are going to
apply the heuristics to the solutions obtained by minimum distance to average (MDAV) and variable
minimum distance to average (VMDAV) heuristics.

Finally, we have settled the base to begin our study: let us follow with the description of the local
search algorithm described in [3], as well as the algorithms newly implemented in this project.
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3 Improving heuristics

As we can see in [3], an approach of a local search improving heuristic algorithm is the two-swapping;
it makes a good heuristic due to its effectiveness, but mostly because of its low complexity.

It consists in finding two points of different clusters such that, when swapped, the total SSE
decreases (i.e. the objective function improves). In order to implement it, a remark has to be made:
we look through all possible pairs of points and swap the pair that gives most improvement among
all of them, then we run again the algorithm. The algorithm finishes when there is no pair of points
that give a better value of the objective function when swapped. The pseudocode for this heuristic is
the following::

Compute SSE per cluster

Compute total SSE

While we improve SSE

---- For every point i

-------- For every point j

------------ We attempt swap [i, j]

------------ If the swap improves the SSE that the last stored swap gave

---------------- We update this cycle as the best

---------------- We update the SSE it gives

------------ End if

-------- End for

---- End for

---- If we have improved the SSE with the best swap stored

-------- We make effective this swap

---- End if

End while

We end with true if SSE improved at some point, else we end with false

The actual C++ code can be found in the Appendices.

This algorithm visits every possible pair of points and stores the best swap; hence, the complexity

of every iteration is O
(

n(n−1)
2

)
= O(n2). Since n is at most 1000 in the datasets that we test our

algorithm with, an algorithm with a complexity of O(n2) is quite fast to execute.

This theoretical observations can be asserted by the results obtained with the code shown above,
displayed in Tables 1 and 2, highlighted values are the better information loss obtained for that par-
ticular dataset and minimum number of individuals per cluster k.
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k Previous Algorithm Starting IL(%) Ending IL(%) Iterations Execution time

3 MDAV 16.9326% 15.0432% 161 1.628 s

VMDAV 15.8538% 15.0009% 156 1.809 s

5 MDAV 22.4613% 20.7375% 222 3.675 s

VMDAV 22.8722% 21.0952% 219 4.090 s

10 MDAV 33.1929% 30.7746% 338 20.153 s

VMDAV 33.2527% 31.0755% 251 22.378 s

Table 1: Results of two-swapping heuristic for standardized Tarragona dataset.

k Previous Algorithm Starting IL(%) Ending IL(%) Iterations Execution time

3 MDAV 5.6922% 5.2906% 148 3.121 s

VMDAV 5.6619% 5.2474% 151 3.254 s

5 MDAV 9.0884% 8.1953% 203 8.205 s

VMDAV 8.9784% 8.1206% 199 9.200 s

10 MDAV 14.1559% 12.4565% 303 38.531 s

VMDAV 14.0429% 12.3576% 273 42.063 s

Table 2: Results of two-swapping heuristic for standardized Census dataset.

We can already observe, comparing with [9], [6] and [7], that the results are already better than
the literature about heuristics for the microaggregation problem shows. So far, nothing new has been
shown, since the algorithm explained just now comes from the work done in [3]. Chasing an even
better improvement of the solution we will consider the following three ideas, inspired by the concept
of cyclic transfer explained in [2]:

• Generalization of two-swapping: we try to perform cyclic transfers by taking the best k-cycle
for different cycle sizes k ≥ 3.

• Insertion heuristic: we find improving two-swaps and inserting nodes in between the nodes
in order to build a cycle to perform a cyclic transfer.

• Shortest path algorithm: we try to build a complete directed graph in which each edge has
a determined weight and find negative cycles to perform the associated cyclic transfer.
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One problem that stood in the way to implement these heuristics in which the objective is to build
cyclic transfers of length ≥ 2 was the possibility of two points in a cyclic transfer belonging to the
same cluster. Why is it a problem? Let us see that with an example.

Figure 2: Cyclic transfer involving two points of the same cluster

As we see in Figure 2, if we perform [i, j, k] when j and k belong to the same cluster, j does not
move to another cluster, so performing this cyclic transfer will modify the SSE of the cluster exactly
the same way as swap [i, k] would. Then, the new SSE, SSEafter, can be computed as

SSEafter = SSEbefore − SSEibefore
− SSEkbefore

+ SSEiafter
+ SSEkafter

where SSEibefore
denotes SSEi before the transfer, that is, SSE for the cluster containing i before

the cyclic transfer is performed; analogously, we can define SSEiafter
. However, when computing

SSEafter as we compute it in our algorithm, we do the following:

SSEafter = SSEbefore−SSEibefore
−SSEjbefore

−SSEkbefore
+SSEiafter

+SSEjafter
+SSEkafter

=

= SSEbefore − SSEibefore
− 2SSEjbefore

+ 2SSEjafter
+ SSEkafter

where last equality holds due to the fact that before the transfer j and k belong to the same cluster,
hence they have labelled the same cluster SSE (SSEjbefore

= SSEkbefore
); and the same happens

after the transfer with i and j (SSEiafter
= SSEjafter

). Now, these two SSEafter will be equal when

SSEbefore − SSEibefore
− SSEkbefore

+ SSEiafter
+ SSEkafter

=

= SSEbefore − SSEibefore
− 2SSEjbefore

+ 2SSEjafter
+ SSEkafter
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−SSEkbefore
+ SSEkafter

= −2SSEjbefore
+ 2SSEjafter

.

And, in general, this is not true, so the computed SSEafter would not be the true SSEafter and
we might end performing cyclic transfers that do not improve SSE, threatening the algorithm’s con-
vergence and performance.

As a remark, from now, all heuristics will begin performing all the possible improving two-swaps,
and then the heuristic that we considered is done. This helps us improve the execution times since
the two-swapping heuristic is the fastest among those considered in this project.

Having this in mind, we are now going to see where each one of the ideas listed above leads us to.
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3.1 Generalization of two-swapping

By watching the good performance of the two-swapping approach, it is only natural to proceed by its
generalization: that is, the cyclic transfer.

For commodity of understanding, we shall use the notation [a1, a2, . . . , an] for the cyclic transfer
of points a1, a2, . . . , an in ascending order, that is for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, ai takes the place of ai+1, and
an takes the place of a1. See Figure 3 for graphic description of this.

Figure 3: Representation of a cyclic transfer. Diagram of [a1, a2, a3, a4], of respective clusters S1, S2, S3, S4.

Now, in the case of k = 3, for every k points, we have two possible transfers, i.e. for points a,
b, c, we have [a, b, c] and [a, c, b] as possible 3-cyclic transfers (note that there are 6 permutations of
{a, b, c}, however [a, b, c] = [c, a, b] = [b, c, a] as well as [a, c, b] = [b, a, c] = [c, b, a], that is the reason
why we only consider two 3-cyclic transfers for every set of 3 points).

This algorithm considers every subset of 3 points of the total set and tries both possible 3-cyclic
transfers if all three points belong to three different clusters; if some cyclic transfer improves the
objective function, we store it and becomes the next objective, so now we look for better transfers
than the one we stored, and if we find it, it will replace the previous transfer as the objective. The
transfer that ends this iteration as the objective is the one that we perform and we begin again the
algorithm. The algorithm stops when the objective function is not improved by any possible 3-cyclic
transfer at some iteration.

The pseudocode for this heuristic is the following:
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Compute SSE per cluster

Compute total SSE

While we improve SSE

---- For every point i

-------- For every point j

------------ We attempt swap [i, j]

------------ If the swap improves the SSE that the last stored swap gave

---------------- We update this cycle as the best

---------------- We update the SSE it gives

------------ End if

-------- End for

---- End for

---- If we have improved the SSE with the best swap stored

-------- We make effective this swap

---- End if

End while

While we improve SSE

---- For every point i

-------- For every point j

------------ For every point k

---------------- We attempt transfer [i, j, k]

---------------- If the swap improves the SSE that the last stored swap gave

-------------------- We update this cycle as the best

-------------------- We update the SSE it gives

---------------- End if

------------ End for

-------- End for

---- End for

---- If we have improved the SSE with the best transfer stored

-------- We make effective this transfer

---- End if

End while

We end with true if SSE improved at some point, else we end with false

The actual C++ code can be found in the Appendices.

As one can observe, it is still quite naive: it is just a generalization of the two-swapping after all.
It does not perform always better than two-swapping, but still provides good results. Nonetheless,
observe that this is a triple loop, so the complexity of this algorithm is quite larger (O(n3) > O(n2))
and, in fact, it shows in the results, where the times agree with their complexities.

This fact has dissuaded us into considering 4-cyclic transfers, because the complexity would be
O(n4), which, considering the increase in the execution time from two-swapping to 3-cyclic transfer-
ring, would be way too slow.

In Tables 3 and 4, we can see displayed the results for this heuristics for Tarragona and Census,
highlighted values are the better information loss obtained for that particular dataset and minimum
number of individuals per cluster k. But we have to take in count that the algorithm seems to run
very slowly, in fact, the algorithm had to be killed after one day had passed because it is likely that
it takes quite more time to fully run the algorithm.
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k Previous Algorithm Starting IL(%) Ending IL(%) Iterations Execution time

3 MDAV 16.9326% 14.6348% 243 12543.392 s

VMDAV 15.8538% 14.7795% 233 15064.576 s

5 MDAV 22.4613% 20.6378% 343 28764.236 s

VMDAV 22.8722% 20.5289% 532 1 day

10 MDAV 33.1929% 30.8346% 405 1 day

VMDAV 33.2527% 30.8821% 488 1 day

Table 3: Results of 3-cyclic transfer heuristic for standardized Tarragona dataset.

k Previous Algorithm Starting IL(%) Ending IL(%) Iterations Execution time

3 MDAV 5.6922% 4.9966% 249 10634.943 s

VMDAV 5.6619% 5.0109% 388 1 day

5 MDAV 9.0884% 7.9932% 519 1 day

VMDAV 8.9784% 7.6566% 475 1 day

10 MDAV 14.1559% 12.3087% 330 1 day

VMDAV 14.0429% 12.1507% 368 1 day

Table 4: Results of 3-cyclic transfer heuristic for standardized Census dataset.

Since increasing k and finding the best k-cyclic transfer at every iteration seemed not to be an
option due to the highly increasing complexity, we thought of different ways of generalizing this algo-
rithm, that is, different ways of getting cyclic transfers.

What came to mind was to extend a two-swap (2-cycle transfer) to a 3-cyclic transfer by inserting
a point in between the nodes ([a, b] → [a, b, c]). Then extend this 3-cyclic transfer to a 4-cyclic transfer
by adding another point at the end of the cycle ([a, b, c] → [a, b, c, d]). And so on, until there were no
points that we could insert to make a better improvement of the objective function. And hence, we
implemented the insertion heuristic.

14



3.2 Insertion heuristic

The insertion heuristic has just been explained, but let us see an example for a better understanding
of the algorithm, see Figure 4 for better following.

Figure 4: Illustration of the insertion heuristic. [a1, a2] → [a1, a2, a3] → [a1, a2, a3, a4]

We look for an improving two-swap, and, in case we find it, call it [a1, a2] we then look for all
possible points outside the clusters containing a1 and a2, namely S1 and S2. If there is no point k
such that [a1, a2, k] is a better transfer than [a1, a2], that is, if ∀k the total SSE after performing
transfer [a1, a2, k] is greater than the SSE after performing swap [a1, a2], then we finish the algorithm
and the cyclic transfer to perform is the initial swap [a1, a2]; however, in this example, we observe
that [a1, a2, a3] is a better transfer than [a1, a2], so we update the potential cyclic transfer to make
from [a1, a2] to [a1, a2, a3].

Now, we look for a point k outside S1, S2 and S3 (cluster of a3) in order to build a transfer
[a1, a2, a3, k] that improves the SSE given by [a1, a2, a3], and we find a4, so we update the potential
cyclic transfer to [a1, a2, a3, a4]. When trying to find a point outside S1, S2, S3 and S4 (cluster of a4),
we find that there is no point k satisfying that such that [a1, a2, a3, a4, k] gives us a better SSE than
[a1, a2, a3, a4]; hence, we end the iteration and perform the potential cyclic transfer that we had at
that iteration, in this case [a1, a2, a3, a4].

The pseudocode for this heuristic is the following:
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Compute SSE per cluster

Compute total SSE

While we improve SSE

---- For every point i

-------- For every point j

------------ We attempt swap [i, j]

------------ If the swap improves the SSE that the last stored swap gave

---------------- We update this cycle as the best

---------------- We update the SSE it gives

------------ End if

-------- End for

---- End for

---- If we have improved the SSE with the best swap stored

-------- While we improve and the cycle length does not exceed number of clusters

------------ For every point i

---------------- If we have not visited cluster of i

-------------------- We attempt transfer [cycle, i]

-------------------- If the swap improves the SSE that the last stored swap gave

------------------------ We update this cycle as the best

------------------------ We update the SSE it gives

-------------------- End if

---------------- End if

------------ End for

-------- End while

-------- We make effective this transfer

---- End if

End while

We end with true if SSE improved at some point, else we end with false

The actual C++ code can be found in the Appendices.

This algorithm repeats while there are improving two-swaps, and when no two-swap improves
SSE, we finish the algorithm and return the new clustering and SSE. Note that by the way we build
the cyclic transfers with this algorithm, there is no chance that we perform a cyclic transfer involving
two points of the same cluster, which is what we wanted to avoid.

What we win with this algorithm with respect the previous ones, regarding the complexity, is that
the size of the cycle we perform the cyclic transfer from is not limited, so the expected number of
iterations decrease, nonetheless, each iteration might be longer than the iterations in previous algo-
rithms. So we need to test the algorithm with our datasets in order to see if this trade-off is actually
worth it.

Regarding the effectiveness of the algorithm, since it is a local search heuristic, a priori we cannot
really say that we will find better solutions, but what can be said is that this algorithm is much more
versatile than the previous ones where cycles were of limited length. But again, it does not mean it
should perform better, so we need to test it with our datasets in order to observe its performance.

In Tables 5 and 6, we can see displayed the results for this heuristics for Tarragona and Census,
highlighted values are the better information loss obtained for that particular dataset and minimum
number of individuals per cluster k.
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k Previous Algorithm Starting IL(%) Ending IL(%) Iterations Execution time

3 MDAV 16.9326% 15.3310% 368 229.442 s

VMDAV 15.8538% 14.9518% 306 266.370 s

5 MDAV 22.4613% 20.6091% 360 398.902 s

VMDAV 22.8722% 20.3352% 374 453.753 s

10 MDAV 33.1929% 30.6212% 241 391.453 s

VMDAV 33.2527% 30.7822% 323 511.125 s

Table 5: Results of insertion heuristic for standardized Tarragona dataset.

k Previous Algorithm Starting IL(%) Ending IL(%) Iterations Execution time

3 MDAV 5.6922% 5.2608% 197 234.555 s

VMDAV 5.6619% 5.0829% 247 341.054 s

5 MDAV 9.0884% 7.7748% 272 502.236 s

VMDAV 8.9784% 7.6922% 210 531.002 s

10 MDAV 14.1559% 12.0271% 278 686.334 s

VMDAV 14.0429% 12.1062% 276 696.869 s

Table 6: Results of insertion heuristic for standardized Census dataset.
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3.3 Shortest path algorithm

Another approach, and the last one, that we considered due to the work shown in [2] is to use a
shortest path algorithm in order to find negative cycles. For this to be useful for our study, we need
to build a graph in which a negative cycle implies the existence of a cyclic transfer that improves the
SSE. Nonetheless, turns out that it can be build. As we can see in [2], if we build a complete digraph
where the vertices V are the points in the dataset and every edge e = u → v ∈ E has weight

weight(e = u → v) = SSE({u} ∪ S(v) \ {v})− SSEv,

where SSE(A) denotes the SSE of the cluster formed by the elements in set A and S(v) denotes the
set of points contained in the cluster that contains v, then a negative cycle on this graph defines an
improving cyclic transfer.

Now, we need to know more about shortest path algorithms. They do not intend, at first glance, to
find negative cycles, but paths with minimum weight inside a graph; however, whenever there exists a
negative cycle, the shortest path can have as low weight as one wants: just going around the negative
cycle one can decrease the weight of the path as much as one wants. And, of course, these algorithms
have a way to detect if a graph has a negative cycle, so what we need to do is to modify the algorithm
in order to, whenever there exists a negative cycle, find it.

Having this in mind, the Bellman-Ford algorithm is an algorithm that computes shortest paths
from a single source vertex to all the other vertices in a weighted digraph. It proceeds by relaxation,
that is, the value of the distance of the path from the source to every other vertex is iteratively up-
dated to reach a value that is closer to the optimal each iteration that passes.

The idea of the algorithm is to put the distance value of the source to 0 and the rest of the vertex
to infinity; then, for all edges if the distance of the endpoint of the edge can be decreased by going
through that edge, that is, for edge u → v if

distance(v) > distance(u) + weight(u → v), (1)

then the distance to vertex v is updated to be distance(u) + weight(u → v). This is done for every
edge, |V |−1 times; since at every iteration every path either grows a step or, in case it does not grow,
definitely ends there and will not grow anymore, and the maximum length that a path can have is
|V | because otherwise the path would pass through the same vertex twice, and that would mean that
there is a loop in the path. If this loop has positive weight (or zero), the path is not the shortest path
because the path resulting from deleting the loop would have less weight; if this loop has negative
weight, then we found a negative cycle and therefore, there is no shortest path.

So, here comes the part that we are most interested in, at the end of the algorithm, condition (1)
is checked again for all edges, and if it is true for some edge, then a negative cycle has been found.

The only thing missing is to determine which is the negative cycle in order to return it and per-
form the cyclic transfer. In the implementation presented in this project, the way to find the negative
cycle was to keep track of which is the predecessor at the shortest path of every edge. The concept
of predecessor is well-defined because at every moment, a vertex (call it v) has associated (at most)
one path, and in this path, there is only one vertex (call it u) such that there exists an edge in the
path that goes from u to v. In this case, we will say that the predecessor of v is u (predecessor[v] = u).

In this way, we can track the path by going predecessor to predecessor: the path from the source
to v is (src, . . . , predecessor[predecessor[v]], predecessor[v], v) and is well-defined. Moreover, if the
algorithm detects a negative cycle, it means that there exists a shortest path with a negative cycle;
that way we can find the negative cycle going predecessor to predecessor.

Another modification that is made in this implementation is that at every iteration and for every
edge e, we try to end the loop by taking the edge that goes from the endpoint of e to the source, and if
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the total weight of the loop is negative, we end the algorithm returning that cycle in order to perform
the cyclic transfer. The pseudocode for this variant of Bellman-Ford algorithm is the following:

For every source

---- Set all distances except source to infinity

---- Mark points in source cluster except source as not reachable

---- Loop V - 1 times

-------- For all edges j

------------ u = start of edge j

------------ v = end of edge j

------------ w = weight of edge j

------------ If (distance of u is not infinity) and ((distance of u) + w < distance

of v) and we can visit v from u

---------------- distance of v = (distance of u) + w

---------------- u is predecessor of v

---------------- Points not reachable from u are now not reachable from v

---------------- Points from cluster of v are now not reachable from v

---------------- If we can close loop with src forming negative cycle

-------------------- We find negative cycle and return it

---------------- End if

------------ End if

-------- End for

---- End loop

---- For every node v

-------- If we can close loop with src forming negative cycle

------------ We find negative cycle and return it

-------- End if

---- End for

End for

There is no negative cycle, so we return nothing, algorithm ends

The actual C++ code can be found in the Appendices.

And at Figure 5 and Figure 6 there is an example of how it works for the source and two points
of different clusters.

Before the first iteration the distance to the source is 0 and to every other vertex is infinity.

After the first iteration, the distances are updated to be the weight of the edge going from the
source to said vertex because all weights are finite, while the predecessor of the vertices in the path
considered after the first iteration is, precisely, the source.

Finally, after the second iteration, condition (1) is false for edge v → u, and hence, the distance
to u remains unchanged. However, (1) is satisfied for edge u → v, then we update the distance to v
to be dist[u] + weight(u → v) = ωsrc→u + ωu→v, and now the predecessor of v in the current path is
u (predecessor[v] = u).

And now, for instance, if dist[v] + weight(v → src) < 0, the algorithm closes the path to make a
(negative) cycle and returns it; hence, [src, u, v] would be an improving cyclic transfer.
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Figure 5: Example of Bellman-Ford based algorithm (1)

continued in next page
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Figure 6: Example of Bellman-Ford based algorithm (2)

The only thing remaining is to apply this algorithm to our particular problem. This is done by
creating a graph in which every point is a node, and the weights are computed with the current
clustering, that means that every time that the algorithm performs a cyclic transfer, a new graph has
to be built and passed again to Bellman-Ford algorithm.

The pseudocode for this heuristic is the following:
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Compute SSE per cluster

Compute total SSE

While we improve SSE

---- For every point i

-------- For every point j

------------ We attempt swap [i, j]

------------ If the swap improves the SSE that the last stored swap gave

---------------- We update this cycle as the best

---------------- We update the SSE it gives

------------ End if

-------- End for

---- End for

---- If we have improved the SSE with the best swap stored

-------- We make effective this swap

---- End if

End while

While we improve SSE

---- We create graph and compute weights

---- We call Bellman-Ford algorithm

---- If algorithm returns cycle

-------- Perform cyclic transfer

---- Else

-------- End algorithm

---- End if-else

End while

We end with true if SSE improved at some point, else we end with false

The actual C++ code can be found in the Appendices.

Since every iteration of this heuristic potentially has complexity O(n4), the shortest path algo-
rithm heuristic is the slowest algorithm considered in this project. In fact, as well as with the 3-cyclic
transfer heuristic, the algorithm is killed after one day has passed because it is likely that it takes
quite more time to fully run the algorithm. We can see in the results shown in Tables 7 and 8 the
information loss of the clusterings obtained after one day, highlighted values are the better information
loss obtained for that particular dataset and minimum number of individuals per cluster k.
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k Previous Algorithm Starting IL(%) Ending IL(%) Iterations Execution time

3 MDAV 16.9326% 14.6629% 400 1 day

VMDAV 15.8538% 14.6498% 519 1 day

5 MDAV 22.4613% 20.4303% 507 1 day

VMDAV 22.8722% 20.2447% 664 1 day

10 MDAV 33.1929% 30.3149% 706 1 day

VMDAV 33.2527% 30.4071% 715 1 day

Table 7: Results of shortest path heuristic for standardized Tarragona dataset.

k Previous Algorithm Starting IL(%) Ending IL(%) Iterations Execution time

3 MDAV 5.6922% 4.7789% 300 1 day

VMDAV 5.6619% 4.7411% 364 1 day

5 MDAV 9.0884% 7.6551% 331 1 day

VMDAV 8.9784% 7.4322% 359 1 day

10 MDAV 14.1559% 12.1270% 402 1 day

VMDAV 14.0429% 12.0193% 375 1 day

Table 8: Results of shortest path heuristic for standardized Census dataset.
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4 Conclusions

Let us now join the results of all the heuristics considered in this project in two tables with the best
result obtained, one for each dataset: Table 9 for Tarragona dataset and Table 10 for Census dataset.
Highlighted values are the better information loss obtained for that particular dataset and minimum
number of individuals per cluster k.

k Heuristic Previous algorithm IL(%) Iterations Execution time

3 two-swapping VMDAV 15.0009% 156 1.809 s

3-cyc. transfer MDAV 14.6348% 243 12543.392 s

Insertion VMDAV 14.9518% 306 266.370 s

Shortest path VMDAV 14.6498% 519 1 day

5 two-swapping MDAV 20.7375% 222 3.675 s

3-cyc. transfer VMDAV 20.5289% 532 1 day

Insertion VMDAV 20.3352% 374 453.753 s

Shortest path VMDAV 20.2447% 664 1 day

10 two-swapping MDAV 30.7746% 338 20.153 s

3-cyc. transfer MDAV 30.8346% 405 1 day

Insertion MDAV 30.6212% 241 391.453 s

Shortest path MDAV 30.3149% 706 1 day

Table 9: Summary of results for Tarragona dataset.

Regarding the Tarragona dataset, results in Table 9, we can observe that there are two heuristics
that are much slower than the other two, but also give better results. It is also remarkable that the
insertion heuristic runs through more iterations than the 3-cyclic transfer heuristic, even though the
execution time is much lower. This implies that the transfers performed in the insertion heuristic
probably come from short cycles, in average.

We can also remark that the shortest path algorithm has been killed after 1 day of execution,
which means that it can improve the information loss, and it still has the best results among all of
the heuristics. Of course, it has a big problem and is the large execution time; nevertheless, the fact
that we can stop the algorithm at any time we want in order to get an approximation, lets us get
a result as good as the amount of time that you let the algorithm run. Even though the same high
complexity issue seems to happen with the 3-cyclic transfer heuristic, the results seem to be worse
too, which makes it strictly worse than the shortest path heuristic.

Finally, the results that we obtain with this dataset are better than those that you can find in all
the literature, which is the main objective of this study.
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k Heuristic Previous algorithm IL(%) Iterations Execution time

3 two-swapping VMDAV 5.2474% 151 3.254 s

3-cyc. transfer MDAV 4.9966% 249 1 day

Insertion VMDAV 5.0829% 247 341.054 s

Shortest path VMDAV 4.7411% 364 1 day

5 two-swapping VMDAV 8.1206% 199 9.200 s

3-cyc. transfer VMDAV 7.6566% 475 1 day

Insertion VMDAV 7.6922% 210 531.002 s

Shortest path VMDAV 7.4322% 359 1 day

10 two-swapping VMDAV 12.3576% 273 42.063 s

3-cyc. transfer VMDAV 12.1507% 368 1 day

Insertion MDAV 12.0271% 278 686.334 s

Shortest path VMDAV 12.0193% 375 1 day

Table 10: Summary of results for Census dataset.

Regarding the Census dataset, results in Table 10, we can extract the exact same conclusions as
with the Tarragona dataset, but the comparison between them leaves us with two interesting facts.

First, the best results for Census come exclusively from the solutions given by VMDAV algorithm,
while the best result for Census when k = 10 comes from the solution given by MDAV algorithm.
This might indicate a performance of these algorithms that changes depending on the dataset.

And last, comparing to the literature, seems to be that the algorithms give better improvement
of the information loss for Census dataset than for Tarragona dataset. And again, this may lead us
to think that there is no better algorithm in order to get solutions, and the local search algorithms
might converge to different solutions (precisely because of the locality of the algorithms).

Last remark is that almost for every dataset and minimum number of individuals per cluster k, the
best heuristic is the shortest path algorithm, even though its high complexity and execution times.
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5 Appendices

5.1 Code for two-swap heuristic

5.1.1 Main function

bool MA_TRANSFER_HEUR::local_search_transfer_heuristic(double &old_SSE, double &new_SSE,

int &n_swaps)

{

// initializations: compute SSE per cluster and total SSE for initial solution

n_swaps = 0;

for(int i = 0; i < n_clusters; i++)

SSE_per_cluster[i] = compute_SSE_cluster(i);

SSE_Total = compute_SSE();

double orig_SSE_Total = SSE_Total;

// check if swap between pair of points improves SSE_Total, and remember best

// combination

vector<int> cycle(2, -1);

vector<double> SSE(n_clusters, -1);

vector<double> bestSSE(n_clusters, -1);

vector<int> visit(n_clusters, 0);

double SSE_swap, bestSSE_swap = SSE_Total;

int best_i = -1, best_j = -1;

bool improvement = true;

while (improvement) {

for(int i = 0; i < n_points; i++) {

for(int j = i + 1; j < n_points; j++) {

// attempt swap(i,j) and remember if it is best

cycle[0] = i;

cycle[1] = j;

try_transfer(cycle, SSE, SSE_swap);

if (SSE_swap < bestSSE_swap) {

best_i = cycle[0];

best_j = cycle[1];

bestSSE[0] = SSE[0];

bestSSE[1] = SSE[1];

bestSSE_swap = SSE_swap;

}

}

}

improvement = (bestSSE_swap < SSE_Total);

if (improvement) {

cycle[0] = best_i;

cycle[1] = best_j;

make_transfer(cycle, bestSSE, bestSSE_swap);

n_swaps++;

}

}

old_SSE = orig_SSE_Total;

new_SSE = SSE_Total;

return(SSE_Total < orig_SSE_Total);

}
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5.1.2 Trying transfer function (same for all heuristics)

void MA_TRANSFER_HEUR::try_transfer(vector<int> cycle, vector<double> &SSE,

double &SSE_transfer)

/*

try cyclic transfer cycle

transfer is not performed the routine just returns the SSE of new clusters of points

in cycle if the transfer was performed (&SSE), and the new SSE_Total

if the transfer is performed (&SSE_transfer)

*/

{

// generate vector containing the clusters associated to points in the cycle

vector<int> clusters(size(cycle));

for (int i = 0; i < size(cycle); ++i) clusters[i] = cluster_of_point[cycle[i]];

// locate i and j in their clusters

vector<int> t(size(cycle), 0);

for (int i = 0; i < size(cycle); ++i) {

while((t[i] < n_points_per_cluster[clusters[i]]) &&

(points_per_cluster[clusters[i]][t[i]] != cycle[i])) t[i]++;

if (points_per_cluster[clusters[i]][t[i]] != cycle[i]) {

throw std::runtime_error(

"internal_error in try_transfer: cycle[i] not found in its cluster"

);

}

}

// perform the transfer and compute new SSE's

for (int i = 0; i < size(cycle) - 1; ++i) {

points_per_cluster[clusters[i]][t[i]] = cycle[i + 1];

}

points_per_cluster[clusters[size(cycle) - 1]][t[size(cycle) - 1]] = cycle[0];

// compute new SSE of the clusters involved

for (int i = 0; i < size(cycle); ++i) SSE[i] = compute_SSE_cluster(clusters[i]);

SSE_transfer = SSE_Total;

// compute total SSE after cyclic transfer

for (int i = 0; i < size(cycle); ++i) {

SSE_transfer -= SSE_per_cluster[clusters[i]];

SSE_transfer += SSE[i];

}

// undo transfer

for (int i = 0; i < size(cycle); ++i) {

points_per_cluster[clusters[i]][t[i]] = cycle[i];

}

}
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5.1.3 Making transfer function (same for all heuristics)

void MA_TRANSFER_HEUR::make_transfer(vector<int> cycle, vector<double> SSE,

double SSE_transfer)

/*

make effective cyclic transfer of cycle

values of SSE and SSE_transfer previously computed by call to try_transfer(), so

they are not recomputed here, just taken as parameters.

*/

{

// generate vector containing the clusters associated to points in the cycle

vector<int> clusters(size(cycle));

for (int i = 0; i < size(cycle); ++i) clusters[i] = cluster_of_point[cycle[i]];

// locate i and j in their clusters

vector<int> t(size(cycle), 0);

for (int i = 0; i < size(cycle); ++i) {

while((t[i] < n_points_per_cluster[clusters[i]]) &&

(points_per_cluster[clusters[i]][t[i]] != cycle[i])) t[i]++;

if (points_per_cluster[clusters[i]][t[i]] != cycle[i]) {

throw std::runtime_error(

"internal_error in try_transfer: cycle[i] not found in its cluster"

);

}

}

// perform the transfer and compute new SSE's

for (int i = 0; i < size(cycle) - 1; ++i) {

points_per_cluster[clusters[i]][t[i]] = cycle[i + 1];

cluster_of_point[cycle[i + 1]] = clusters[i];

}

// update info of the clusters

points_per_cluster[clusters[size(cycle) - 1]][t[size(cycle) - 1]] = cycle[0];

cluster_of_point[cycle[0]] = clusters[size(cycle) - 1];

for(int i = 0; i < size(cycle); ++i) SSE_per_cluster[clusters[i]] = SSE[i];

//update total SSE

SSE_Total = SSE_transfer;

}
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5.2 Code for generalized two-swap heuristic

5.2.1 Main function

bool MA_THREE_CYCLE_HEUR::local_search_transfer_heuristic(double& old_SSE, double& new_SSE,

int& n_swaps, int& n_transfers)

{

// initializations: compute SSE per cluster and total SSE for initial solution

n_swaps = 0;

n_transfers = 0;

for (int i = 0; i < n_clusters; i++) {

SSE_per_cluster[i] = compute_SSE_cluster(i);

}

SSE_Total = compute_SSE();

double orig_SSE_Total = SSE_Total;

// Check if transfer between i, j and k improves SSE_Total, and remember best combination

vector<int> cycle(2, -1);

vector<double> SSE(n_clusters, -1);

vector<double> bestSSE(n_clusters, -1);

vector<int> visit(n_clusters, 0);

double SSE_swap;

double bestSSE_swap = SSE_Total;

int best_i = -1;

int best_j = -1;

bool improvement = true;

while (improvement) {

for(int i = 0; i < n_points; i++) {

for(int j = i + 1;j < n_points; j++) {

// attempt swap(i,j) and remember if it is best

cycle[0] = i;

cycle[1] = j;

try_swap(cycle, SSE, SSE_swap);

if (SSE_swap < bestSSE_swap) {

best_i = cycle[0];

best_j = cycle[1];

bestSSE[0] = SSE[0];

bestSSE[1] = SSE[1];

bestSSE_swap = SSE_swap;

}

}

}

improvement = (bestSSE_swap < SSE_Total);

if (improvement) {

cycle[0] = best_i;

cycle[1] = best_j;

make_swap(cycle, bestSSE, bestSSE_swap);

n_swaps++;

}

}

double SSE_transfer;

double bestSSE_transfer = SSE_Total;

best_i = -1;
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best_j = -1;

int best_k = -1;

improvement = true;

cycle.push_back(-1);

while (improvement) {

for (int i = 0; i < n_points; i++) {

for (int j = 0; j < n_points; j++) {

for (int k = 0; k < n_points; k++) {

if(i != j and i != k and j != k) {

// attempt transfer(i,j,k) and remember if it is best

cycle[0] = i;

cycle[1] = j;

cycle[2] = k;

try_transfer(cycle, SSE, SSE_transfer);

if (SSE_transfer < bestSSE_transfer) {

best_i = cycle[0];

best_j = cycle[1];

best_k = cycle[2];

bestSSE[0] = SSE[0];

bestSSE[1] = SSE[1];

bestSSE[2] = SSE[2];

bestSSE_transfer = SSE_transfer;

}

}

}

}

}

improvement = (bestSSE_transfer < SSE_Total);

if (improvement) {

cycle[0] = best_i;

cycle[1] = best_j;

cycle[2] = best_k;

make_transfer(cycle, bestSSE, bestSSE_transfer);

n_transfers++;

}

}

old_SSE = orig_SSE_Total;

new_SSE = SSE_Total;

return(SSE_Total < orig_SSE_Total);

}
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5.3 Code for insertion heuristic

5.3.1 Main function

bool MA_TRANSFER_HEUR::local_search_transfer_heuristic(double &old_SSE, double &new_SSE,

int& n_transfers)

{

// initializations: compute SSE per cluster and total SSE for initial solution

double orig_SSE_Total, bestSSE_transfer;

bool improvement = true;

n_transfers = 0;

for(int i = 0; i < n_clusters; i++) SSE_per_cluster[i] = compute_SSE_cluster(i);

SSE_Total = compute_SSE();

orig_SSE_Total = SSE_Total;

while(improvement){

// we compute SSE from all clusters at every iteration

for(int i = 0; i < n_clusters; i++) SSE_per_cluster[i] = compute_SSE_cluster(i);

SSE_Total = compute_SSE();

int best_i, best_j;

double SSE_transfer;

bestSSE_transfer = SSE_Total;

double threshold_SSE_Total = SSE_Total;

// check if cyclic transfer improves SSE_Total, and remember best combination

vector<int> cycle(2, -1);

vector<double> SSE(n_clusters, -1);

vector<double> bestSSE(n_clusters, -1);

vector<int> visit(n_clusters, 0);

for(int i = 0; i < n_points; i++) {

for(int j = i + 1; j < n_points; j++) {

cycle[0] = i;

cycle[1] = j;

// attempt swap(i,j) and remember if it is best

try_transfer(cycle, SSE, SSE_transfer);

if (SSE_transfer < bestSSE_transfer) {

best_i = cycle[0];

best_j = cycle[1];

bestSSE[0] = SSE[0];

bestSSE[1] = SSE[1];

bestSSE_transfer = SSE_transfer;

}

}

}

int best;
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// if we found an improving two-swapping, then we try to find a cyclic transfer

// from it

improvement = (bestSSE_transfer < SSE_Total);

if(improvement){

// initialize the cycle and mark their respective clusters as visited

cycle[0] = best_i;

cycle[1] = best_j;

visit[cluster_of_point[cycle[0]]] = visit[cluster_of_point[cycle[1]]] = 1;

SSE_Total = bestSSE_transfer;

// while we are improving and the cycle does not go through the same cluster

// more than once, we add another point to our cycle

while(improvement and size(cycle) < n_clusters) {

best = -1;

cycle.push_back(-1);

for (int i = 0; i < n_points; ++i) {

if (!visit[cluster_of_point[i]]) {

cycle[size(cycle) - 1] = i;

try_transfer(cycle, SSE, SSE_transfer);

if (SSE_transfer < bestSSE_transfer) {

best = i;

bestSSE[size(cycle) - 1] = SSE[size(cycle) - 1];

bestSSE_transfer = SSE_transfer;

}

}

}

improvement = (bestSSE_transfer < SSE_Total);

cycle[size(cycle) - 1] = best;

visit[cluster_of_point[best]] = 1;

SSE_Total = bestSSE_transfer;

}

// take out the -1 pushed back from previous algorithm and perform transfer

if(cycle[size(cycle) - 1] == -1) cycle.pop_back();

make_transfer(cycle, SSE, bestSSE_transfer);

n_transfers++;

improvement = true;

threshold_SSE_Total = SSE_Total;

}

}

// when total SSE cannot be improved, we return the new total SSE

old_SSE = orig_SSE_Total;

new_SSE = SSE_Total;

return(SSE_Total < orig_SSE_Total);

}
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5.4 Codes for shortest path heuristic

5.4.1 Bellman-Ford algorithm

vector<int> MA_TRANSFER_HEUR::BellmanFord(struct Graph* graph, int n_transfers) {

int V = graph->V;

int E = graph->E;

vector<int> cycle;

// we start from every node as source

for(int src = 0; src < V; ++src) {

while(size(cycle) > 0) cycle.pop_back();

// array with the minimum distance between source and every point

double dist[V];

// array of points that precede the point given by the position in the

// path associated to the minimum distance from dist

int predecessor[V];

// array of arrays that will contain the info that tells us if we can visit

// a point from another point

vector<int> v(V, 0);

vector<vector<int>> visit(V, v);

// we initialize every node to be at distance "infinity" from source

for (int i = 0; i < V; i++) dist[i] = DBL_MAX;

// except source

dist[src] = 0;

// we mark all points from source's cluster as points we cannot visit

// so we do not come back to that cluster

for(int i = 0; i < n_points_per_cluster[cluster_of_point[src]]; ++i) {

visit[src][points_per_cluster[cluster_of_point[src]][i]] = 1;

}

// except the source, which can be visited in order to close the cycle

visit[src][src] = 0;

for (int i = 1; i <= V - 1; i++) {

for (int j = 0; j < E; j++) {

int u = graph->edge[j].src;

int v = graph->edge[j].dest;

double weight = graph->edge[j].weight;

// if we have arrived some way to u, goiing from source to v is cheaper

// than the previous existing path to v and we have not visited the cluster

// of v in the existing path from source to u, then update the path to v

if (dist[u] != DBL_MAX && dist[u] + weight < dist[v] && visit[u][v] == 0) {

// new cost and predecessor of v is u now

dist[v] = dist[u] + weight;
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predecessor[v] = u;

// the path of v cannot go through the clusters that were forbidden for

// the path of u now

for(int k = 0; k < V; ++k) visit[v][k] = visit[u][k];

for(int k = 0; k < n_points_per_cluster[cluster_of_point[v]]; ++k) {

visit[v][points_per_cluster[cluster_of_point[v]][k]] = 1;

}

// we try to close the cycle by going back to source (first try to find

// the edge connecting v -> source; if when closing the cycle we get a

// negative path, then we detect the cycle and return it

for(int k = 0; k < E; ++k) {

if(graph->edge[k].src == v and

graph->edge[k].dest == src and

graph->edge[k].weight + dist[v] < 0) {

vector<int> cycle;

vector<int> visited(n_points, 0);

int aux = v;

bool loop = false;

visited[aux] = 1;

// we look at the path that we have made from source to v,

// if we find a negative sub-loop in this path (loop = true),

// then we return it as our negative cycle, if not, we

// return the whole cycle as negative cycle

while(aux != src and not loop) {

cycle.push_back(aux);

aux = predecessor[aux];

if(visited[aux] == 1) loop = true;

else ++visited[aux];

}

if(not loop) cycle.push_back(aux);

else {

while(size(cycle) > 0) cycle.pop_back();

int first = aux;

aux = predecessor[aux];

while(aux != first) {

cycle.push_back(aux);

aux = predecessor[aux];

}

cycle.push_back(aux);

}

return cycle;

}

}

}

}

}
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// we check, for every point, if closing their current path from source by

// going back to the source generates a negative cycle, and if it exists,

// return it

for(int v = 0; v < E; ++v) {

for(int k = 0; k < E; ++k) {

if(graph->edge[k].src == v and

graph->edge[k].dest == src and

graph->edge[k].weight + dist[v] < 0) {

vector<int> cycle;

int aux = v;

cycle.push_back(src);

while(aux != src) {

cycle.push_back(aux);

aux = predecessor[aux];

}

return cycle;

}

}

}

}

// if we get here, it means that there are no negative cycles, so we return -1

// in order to tell local_search_transfer_heuristic that the SSE cannot be improved

while(size(cycle) > 0) cycle.pop_back();

cycle.push_back(-1);

return cycle;

}
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5.4.2 Main function

bool MA_TRANSFER_HEUR::local_search_transfer_heuristic(double &old_SSE, double &new_SSE,

int &n_transfers)

{

// initializations: compute SSE per cluster and total SSE for initial solution

n_transfers = 0;

for(int i = 0; i < n_clusters; i++)

SSE_per_cluster[i] = compute_SSE_cluster(i);

double orig_SSE_Total = compute_SSE();

int V = n_points;

int E = n_points*(n_points - 1);

int best_i= -1;

int best_j= -1;

double bestSSE_swap= SSE_Total;

double SSE_swap;

vector<int> cycle(2, -1);

double SSE_transfer;

vector<double> SSE(n_clusters, -1);

vector<double> bestSSE(n_clusters, -1);

// we first perform two-swappings until we cannot improve SSE anymore

// check if swap between pair of points improves SSE_Total, and remember best

// combination

bool improvement = true;

while (improvement) {

for(int i = 0; i < n_points; i++) {

for(int j = i + 1; j < n_points; j++) {

// attempt swap(i,j) and remember if it is best

cycle[0] = i;

cycle[1] = j;

try_transfer(cycle, SSE, SSE_swap);

if (SSE_swap < bestSSE_swap) {

best_i = cycle[0];

best_j = cycle[1];

bestSSE[0] = SSE[0];

bestSSE[1] = SSE[1];

bestSSE_swap = SSE_swap;

}

}

}

cycle[0] = best_i;

cycle[1] = best_j;

improvement = (bestSSE_swap < SSE_Total);

if (improvement) {

make_transfer(cycle, bestSSE, bestSSE_swap);

n_transfers++;

SSE_Total = bestSSE_swap;

}
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}

// now, we use Bellman-Ford's variant in order to find cyclic transfers

improvement = true;

while(improvement) {

for(int i = 0; i < n_clusters; i++)

SSE_per_cluster[i] = compute_SSE_cluster(i);

SSE_Total = compute_SSE();

double SSE_transfer;

vector<int> cycle(2, -1);

vector<double> SSE(n_clusters, -1);

vector<double> bestSSE(n_clusters, -1);

// we build the graph

struct Graph* graph = createGraph(V, E);

for(int i = 0; i < V; ++i) {

for(int j = i + 1; j < V; ++j) {

// first compute the weights

int ti = 0;

while((ti < n_points_per_cluster[cluster_of_point[i]]) &&

(points_per_cluster[cluster_of_point[i]][ti] != i)) ti++;

int tj = 0;

while((tj < n_points_per_cluster[cluster_of_point[j]]) &&

(points_per_cluster[cluster_of_point[j]][tj] != j)) tj++;

points_per_cluster[cluster_of_point[i]][ti] = -1;

points_per_cluster[cluster_of_point[j]][tj] = i;

if(cluster_of_point[i] != cluster_of_point[j]) {

SSE_transfer = compute_SSE_cluster(cluster_of_point[j]);

}

else SSE_transfer = 0;

points_per_cluster[cluster_of_point[i]][ti] = i;

points_per_cluster[cluster_of_point[j]][tj] = j;

double wi = SSE_transfer - SSE_per_cluster[cluster_of_point[j]];

points_per_cluster[cluster_of_point[i]][ti] = j;

points_per_cluster[cluster_of_point[j]][tj] = -1;

if(cluster_of_point[i] != cluster_of_point[j]) {

SSE_transfer = compute_SSE_cluster(cluster_of_point[i]);

}

else SSE_transfer = 0;

points_per_cluster[cluster_of_point[i]][ti] = i;

points_per_cluster[cluster_of_point[j]][tj] = j;

double wj = SSE_transfer - SSE_per_cluster[cluster_of_point[i]];
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// finally, define the edge, the formula on the position of the

// edge is just to fill the whole edge set with i and j as iterators

graph->edge[-i*i + (2*V - 3)*i + 2*j - 2].src = i;

graph->edge[-i*i + (2*V - 3)*i + 2*j - 2].dest = j;

graph->edge[-i*i + (2*V - 3)*i + 2*j - 2].weight = wi;

graph->edge[-i*i + (2*V - 3)*i + 2*j - 1].src = j;

graph->edge[-i*i + (2*V - 3)*i + 2*j - 1].dest = i;

graph->edge[-i*i + (2*V - 3)*i + 2*j - 1].weight = wj;

}

}

// we call Bellman-Ford's variant function

cycle = BellmanFord(graph, n_transfers);

// we delete these objects for cache improvement

delete graph->edge;

delete graph;

// if Bellman-ford's variant gives us -1, it is our sign to finish; else

// we perform the cyclic transfer specified by the algorithm

if(cycle[0] == -1) improvement = false;

else {

try_transfer(cycle, SSE, SSE_transfer);

make_transfer(cycle, SSE, SSE_transfer);

SSE_Total = SSE_transfer;

++n_transfers;

}

}

// when total SSE cannot be improved, we return the new total SSE

old_SSE = orig_SSE_Total;

new_SSE = SSE_Total;

return(SSE_Total < orig_SSE_Total);

}
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